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2. Introduction
“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life” is a quote by the Chinese
philosopher Confucius. Finding a job that you would love is a matter of information. There are so many
different professions to choose from, so the only way for me was to inform myself about those options,
in hope to find something that would be a potential dream job. In the “Lycée Ermesinde Mersch” we,
as students, are encouraged to think about our future a lot, this includes thinking about our future
academic and professional career choices. I’ve always been a supporter of this way of thinking, since
our academic and professional future will make up a huge part of our entire life, so you may as well
make the right decisions to make your future as enjoyable as possible. A big chunk of this future is the
career choice one makes. The thought of working in finance has been around for quite some time now,
but it was never more specific than that. To get a rough overview over some jobs in a section of the
financial industry, I applied for a week-long internship at a bank. This gave me some insight and
motivation to find out about all the different jobs in finance. About the same time, I took the decision
to write this year’s “travail personnel” about a few of those careers and what it takes to pursue them.
In the beginning of this paper, I will define a few technical terms, in the glossary, that will appear from
time to time in the different chapters and paragraphs. Next, I will present you the main part of the
paper, the professions themselves. The individual professions will be treated as following; The chapter
will include a quick definition of the job, then, if needed, some methods or strategies will be explained.
The chapters will also include the education typically required for an application, and the salary for
this job. The professions were chosen based on what I found the most appealing during my early
research and based on what the more popular career choices in the industry are. After this section of
the paper, I will dive deeper into the education required for jobs in the finance industry, since further
education will occupy my next few years, rather than a professional career. Before my conclusion will
wrap this paper up, I will include the report of a five-days long internship I did in February of 2020 in
a bank. The conclusion will reflect my thoughts on the paper and whether or not I found what I was
originally looking for in this research paper.
While doing my research on this topic and working on this paper, I hope to explore the industry further
and maybe find out which career paths I would invest my education in pursuing. The hoped-for result
of this research paper is to have a more concrete idea of what I want to study in my future and what
career path I eventually want to take.
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3. Glossary
3.1 Portfolio
A portfolio is a capital in form of tradable financial securities.

3.2 Securities
Securities are financial instruments that have monetary value and can be traded. They are represented
by a certificate in a physical portfolio, or, more commonly in electronic form known as ‘noncertificated’. Securities come in many different forms, such as currencies, precious metals and stocks.

Figure 1
Figure 4

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 5

3.3 Assets
An asset is anything a company owns that can be used to produce a good or provide a service. Assets
can include vehicles, building or simply cash.

3.4 Transaction settlement
A settlement is number or amount of funds that is transferred from the buyer to the seller. A
transaction settlement is the process in which the buyer receives the funds, usually in form of money
or securities, that were given to them by selling a service or a product.
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3.5 Stock
A stock is a portion of a company’s ownership. Stocks can be bought by everyone and entitles the
stockholder to that equivalent portion of the company’s earning. There are two types of stocks:
Common stocks and preferred stock. Common stock entitles the stockholder to vote on the company’s
decisions, such as whether to merge with another company. Preferred stock does not entitle the
holder to vote on those decisions. Stocks can be sold or traded with other securities.

3.6 Market
A market is the gathering of buyers and sellers of securities. On a market, securities like assets,
precious metals or stock can be traded. A market can be a physical place or online.

3.7 Share
Some people use the word “share” as a synonym for “stock”, but per definition, a share is a portion of
a stock. Most frequently, a stock consists of 100 shares, also known as a “round lot”.

3.8 Equity
Equity is the amount of cash that would be produced if the asset, or multiple assets, were liquidated
and the debt tied to it were paid off. Companies publicise their equity since it’s a commonly used
instrument by shareholders to evaluate the company’s potential as an investment.

3.9 Bid-offer spread
The bid-offer spread is the differential between the price listed on the market and the actual price a
security is sold for.

3.10 Nostro and vostro account
“Nostro” and “vostro” are Italian terms, meaning “our” and “yours”. The terms are being used to
describe an account held for another entity and an account another entity holds. Those accounts are
used by banks who are letting their money kept by another bank. The account holding a banks money,
which is held by another bank is called the nostro account. The account holding the other banks money
which is held by a bank is called the vostro account.

3.11 Speculation
Speculation, or speculative trading, refers to the high-risk method of buying a security in hope to
capitalize off short-term fluctuations in the market. The investor buys the security at an uncommonly
low price and sells them at an uncommonly high price. Those transaction normally are done within
the same day. Although this method is very high-risk, it is very popular because the return that is
hoped for is abnormally big.
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3.12 IFRS
The International Financial Reporting Standards, or
IFRS is a set of rules developed by the IFRS
Foundation. These rules help to keep financial reports
of companies consistent, transparent and comparable
across international borders. 144 nations follow these
financial reporting standards, but others, such as the
US, follow the standards of the GAAP. The guidelines
of the IFRS are not as strict as the GAAP-guidelines.

Figure 6

3.13 GAAP
The GAAP are the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles issued by the FASB
in the USA. The GAAP is exclusively used
in the United States and public
companies are required by law to follow
the GAAP. The GAAP has more in-depth
and stricter rules than the IFRS.

Figure 7

3.14 Macroeconomics
Macroeconomics is a social science study that studies the financial aspects of the behaviour of an
economy as a whole. Those aspects may be unemployment rates, national income or price changes
and why those things are the way they are.

3.15 Microeconomics
Microeconomics is the social science study that studies the financial behaviour of an individual or a
firm. Things that may be studied in microeconomics include efficiency, capability of cooperation and
how and why the individual or firm makes financial decisions.

3.16 Index
In finance, an index refers to an indicator that statistically shows the overall change of the value of
securities in a market. An index records the performance of those securities to provide information
like how fast or slow the value goes up or down.

3.17 Benchmark
A benchmark is a standard to which you can compare the performance of one or many securities in
one or many markets. A benchmark is an index chosen by the user to be used as a standard.
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3.18 Two entry bookkeeping
Two entry bookkeeping is the way transactions are recorded. Two entry, meaning the two accounts
that are affected by the transaction, and bookkeeping, meaning recording and storing that data.
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4. Professions in Finance
4.1 Accountancy
Accountancy is the base of many jobs in the finance
industry, such as financial analyst and tax examiner.
But accounting by itself also a job. A financial
accountant keeps track of a company’s financial
transactions. The accountant collects data, interprets
said data, detects trends and foreshadows future
financial needs. This data is summarized in a financial
report, written by the accountant. The report is used
to keep different audiences, like the company
leaders, on track, but also to inform the public about Figure 8
the company’s financial status. Those statements are important for stockholders of the company,
since it helps them to evaluate the value of their stock. Since the financial report is so important for
various people, such as the CEO’s, stockholders and
even competitors, there are certain standards a
financial report must meet. Those guidelines are
stated in the GAAP, for the US, or the IFRS, for the
rest of the world. In accounting there are two types
of accounting: cash accounting and accrual
accounting. Both types of accounting rely on the
concept of two entry bookkeeping.

Figure 9

The picture above is a representation of
what a financial report may look like. It
includes expenses and income thus far.

Cash accountants are only recording and analysing
transactions of monetary value. The transaction is
only recorded when money flows out or into an
account of the company. In accrual accounting,
every income and all expenses are recorded,
regardless of whether any monetary payment took
place. For example, the expenses are recorded
when an employee clocks in at work, not when they
receive their salary.

To get accounting jobs like tax examiner, you need to hold a four-year bachelor’s degree. The average
accountant with a bachelor’s in accounting makes between 36.000 Euros and 90.000 Euros a year. The
salary depends on years of experience, size of the company and industry sector. A master’s in
accounting can offer management-level jobs, such as financial analyst or managerial accountant. The
salary of someone holding a master’s in accounting also depends on certain factors. Most salaries fall
into the range of 47.000 Euros and 122.000 Euros a year. Some choose to become a CPA, a Certified
Public Accountant. Being a CPA opens door to senior accounting jobs. In the US, the average CPA
makes around 108.000 Euros a year, without bonuses, but the salary mostly increases by 4-5% per
year of working in a firm.
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4.2 Bookkeeper
The job of a bookkeeper is to record and
store financial transactions of a company
properly. Bookkeeping is closely related to
accounting, yet there are some major
differences between the two jobs. The
accountant needs the bookkeeper’s work,
since the bookkeeper records the
transactions
and
the
accountant
interprets those transactions and makes
decision based on them. Bookkeeping is a Figure 10
popular job around people that want to get into the industry. You don’t need any special skills, but
you still earn years of experience by working as a bookkeeper.
Most employers only want a High School diploma, others need their employees to have a bachelor’s
in accounting or related fields. Since bookkeeping is an entry-level job in the finance industry, the job
isn’t as rewarding as other. The median annual wage is 36.000 Euros.
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4.3 Investment management
An investment manager, or financial asset
manager is someone helping their clients to
invest their money wisely. The goal of investment
management is to meet specific investment
goals, and thus enlarging the value of the client’s
portfolio. The client, which are mostly big
corporations and other organizations, have a
portfolio before they reach out for an investment
manager. They then discuss together the
objectives they want to achieve. Investment
management mostly involves trading with the
assets in the client’s portfolio and holding,
buying, and selling of new assets and assets in the
portfolio.

Figure 11

The investor can choose between two types of investment management: the active management
strategy and the passive management strategy.
Active management relies on the managers, or the team of managers, analytic research, financial
forecasting, and own judgement by experience to make investment decisions. Active management
requires frequent trading with the assets to outperform a specific index or benchmark. This means
that the investor aims to have his security perform better than the current index. The manager seeks
out short-term fluctuations in the market, or wrong pricing of assets to profit from them. If the right
choices were made, the rewards are higher than passive management. The investor must trust the
manager, since the decision are made based on human judgement, which can lead to negative
numbers. It is also easy for the investor to lose track of the assets in their portfolio since they are
bought and sold in a short period of time.
The goal of passive management is to replicate the performance of a specific benchmark or index.
Passive management requires less trading with the assets in the portfolio than active management,
but are therefor held longer by the manager. The aim is to achieve the goal over a long period of time.
This strategy is cheaper than active management, but the returns are also smaller.
For the lower paid jobs in the investment industry an associate degree in finance, business, economics,
financial service or accounting is requirement. With this degree you can apply to jobs, such as client
service representative or trader assistant. Entry-level jobs as an investment manager require at least
a bachelor’s degree in business, economics, accounting, finance, or a more general degree in statistics
or mathematics. Entry-level jobs in this industry include junior financial analyst and junior investment
manager. The most common requirement for an investment manager is a master’s degree in finance
and risk management with a focus on investment management or an MBA with a focus on finance or
investment management. Some investment management professionals have various certifications,
such as Certified Investment Management Analyst (CIMA), Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), Financial
Risk Manager (FRM), Certified Financial Planner (CFP), Certified Credit Professional (CCP), or a
Financial Modeling Certification. The salary of an investment manager depends heavily on the years
of experience. An unexperienced investment manager can make just around 62.000 Euros a year, but
a senior investment manager can make up to 124.000 Euros a year. Those with an MBA start at a
higher salary than the ones with a bachelors, even without experience.
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4.4 Budget Analyst
A budget analyst helps an institution, such as
companies or governments, organize their
finances. They are mostly needed if a new
programme is started. They get a budget proposal
from the project manager that they evaluate. A
budget proposal is a sales pitch for a project,
which must include financial plans for the project,
estimated
future
financial
needs
and
recommendations for how and where to get
funding from. The budget analyst reviews the
proposal for completeness, accuracy and
compliance with laws, such as the EU Financial
Regulation. The analyst then must find funding,
which are normally recommended by the project
manager. Even though the analyst approves of the
sales pitch, the head of the company makes the
final decision. The budget manager advises the
project manager on how to organize and manage
said budget. When the project has started the
budget analyst’s job is to monitor income and
spending, include that data into their budget,
propose changes in the project’s plan to become
more financially efficient, forecast future financial
needs and offer reports to the managers. If the
financial outcome of the project isn’t satisfactory
or can’t support the project financially, the
budget analyst informs the manager about it and
proposes changes, either in the project or in the
budget.

Figure 12

The picture above is a template of what a
budget proposal may look like. It includes
current budget, which is composed of the
amount of money with which the project
was started and all earnings to date, and all
the expenses so far and all the estimated
expenses in the future. In the proposal, a
budget is included that is needed to sustain
the project.

The minimum requirement for a budget management job is a bachelor’s in finance, accounting,
business or other related field of study. The median annual wage for a budget analyst with a bachelor’s
degree is 65.000 Euros. The analyst will earn higher salaries as they progress and gain experience.
Some employer search for budget analysts with a master’s in accounting, finance, business, public
administration, statistics, political science, sociology or an MBA. A budget analysts’ median salary with
a master’s is 85.000 Euros a year. As the analyst gains experience, the salary can go up to 109.000
Euros a year. In the US, some choose to get a Certified Government Financial Manager (CCFM). This
certification is rewarded to budget analysts by the Association of Government Accountants after
passing the three CCFM exams.
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4.5 Finance lawyer
A finance lawyer, or finance attorney handle legal matters for businesses or individuals. They assist
their clients with financial matters, such as bankruptcy, antitrust matters, taxes, banking and project
finance. A finance lawyer may specialize in one of those categories or have a broad knowledge of the
finance industry. Most of their jobs consists of representing either the lender or the borrower of a
loan. In cases that involve a deal, their work consists of negotiating the contract terms, so that they
work in favour of their client. For other job, such as filing for bankruptcy for their client’s business,
they inform their client and assist them to provide every document needed. Since financial lawyers
may take a job working with bigger corporations on an international deal, the lawyer must be informed
about the financial laws of different states and ensure that the contract fits in both legal frameworks.
To work in finance law as an attorney, a Juris Doctor from law school is requirement. To get a Juris
Doctor, a bachelor’s degree is needed to enter the program. The type of bachelor is normally not
predetermined to apply to law school, but many employers look for financial lawyers with a bachelor’s
in finance, or other related fields. After graduation, the student must pass the Bar exam to become a
lawyer. A master’s degree is not a requirement to get a Juris Doctor or a job as a finance lawyer. As of
2018, a finance lawyers median annual wage is 134.000 Euros. This is the result of the salary survey,
including regular lawyers.
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4.6 Economist
Economists study how a society distributes is resources to produce goods and services. They collect
and analyse socio-economic data, monitor economic trends and develop forecasts. To obtain the
needed data, the economist can use different methods. They can either conduct their own surveys, or
use statistics provided by statistical organizations, such as government or central banks. The survey
method is mostly used when the society, that is studied, is smaller. The economist can also study
historical trends to obtain data. This method is used to develop a forecast, and to estimate what
impact the event could have, if a similar event has occurred in the past. To analyse data, the economist
is provided a variety of methods, such as time series analysis and multiple regression analysis.
Time series analysis is the analysis of time series data. Time series data is all data that is recorded at
regular intervals. The collected data falls into one of the following three categories: time series data,
cross-sectional data or pooled data.
Time series data, or univariate data is the same variable, that is recorded multiple times at intervals.

Figure 13

In this example, the number of billions of dollars made by US retail sales. This graph meets all
the characteristics of time series data; The graph only shows the evolution of one variable,
being the number of dollars made, and it is recorded in intervals, every day, over a period of
time, being between 1991 and 2016 and after.
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Figure 14

This graph also shows time series data, since it only shows one single variable in numbers, that is
unknown and recorded multiple times over a period of time, that also is unknown. This graph
shows all the recorded data in blue, and shows how a forecast of time series data may look like
in red. Since the future is not easily calculable, the graph includes an upper and lower confidence
bound. These lines show the highest and lowest estimated numbers possible.
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Cross-sectional data, or multivariate data is the value of two or more different variables, but referring
to the same unit, that are recorded at the same point in time.

Figure 15

The graph above is a representation of cross-sectional data. Cross-sectional
data is the collection of two or many variables, in this case five different
states and unions, but referring to the same unit, which in this case is the
number of percentage of the GPD of the previous year, 2007. The GPD, the
Gross Domestic Product, is the indicator of how fast the economy is growing.
The data of the five countries are recorded at the same time over the same
period of time.
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Pooled data is a time series of cross-section, meaning two or more groups of variables, that have the
same characteristics are recorded at intervals.
This graph represents
pooled data. The
group of variables
consists of Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi
and
Texas.
The
characteristics that
they share are that
they all are states in
the USA. The data
collected is some
number representing
the population status
by year in each state.
The data of the
variables in the group
is recorded at the
same time, once in
2005 and once in
2006.
Figure 16

The main objective of time series analysis is to discover a pattern and to expose a possible pattern for
future development.
Multiple regression analysis is used to predict the unknown value of a variable with the knowledge of
two or more variables. The two or more variables, that help determine the unknown value of a variable
are called independent variables or predictors, and the variable whose value is to be determined is
the dependant value. This technique is used to design a forecast, but the reliability only increases with
the number of independent variables.
Most economists work for the government, other for the media or big corporations. Government
economists collect and analyse data, such as wages, the nation’s economy, prices and productivity.
They also inform lawmakers about the economic impact of laws and other regulations. Economists
working for a corporation inform them about how the economy will affect their business. They also
study current trends in a society and develop forecasts for future trends, to achieve a competitive
advantage. Economists working in the media industry collect and analyse data to write articles about
the current economy.
The typical requirement to become is a masters or a doctoral degree in economics or mathematics.
Some entry-level jobs, mostly for the government, may only require a bachelors. The salary of an
economist falls between 52.000 Euros a year and 163.000 Euros a year, although the median annual
wage is 93.000 Euros.
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4.7 Corporate Mergers & Acquisitions Manager
The corporate mergers & acquisitions manager’s job is to handle the purchase of another company.
The purchase can be processed in two ways; the company either decides to become one with the
bought company or to take over the company.
To acquire another business, the
company must buy more than 50% of
the business’ stocks, so that they can
make significant changes in the
business’ structure or plan. When the
company takes over the acquired
company, the whole structure of the
business isn’t changed. Benefits of an
acquisition include market growth,
elimination of competition and reducing
costs of the acquirer company’s product
Figure 17
or service. When the two companies
merge, both identities are removed from the market and a new one is born. The process of merging
starts by the approval of both directors, and the approval of shareholders. Both companies’ capitals
are merged, and with that the merging is finished. When the new company is born, previous
shareholders of the two companies receive a share of the new company equivalent to their portion of
the previous company. The goal of merging two companies into one is to gain a bigger market reach,
bigger client base, reduce the costs of their product or service, increase efficiency and competitive
advantages.
There are different types of merging as well. Horizontal Merger is when two companies that sell the
same, or similar product or service. Vertical Merger is when a supplier company merges with a
costumer company. Congeneric Merger is a fusion between two companies that serve or sell to the
same target group, for example a TV manufacturer and a cable company. Market-extension Merger is
the consolidation of two companies selling the same exact thing but in different markets, and Productextension Merger is the act of merging two companies selling related products in the same market.
To become a M&A manager, the typical requirement is a bachelor’s or master’s in finance and its
related areas. To get a job as an M&A manager, more than 3 years of managerial experience are
required. The annual wage of a M&A manager can go up to 167.000 Euros a year, although the first
year in a M&A manager position is payed 99.000 Euros and goes up from there each year.
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4.8 Financial Trader
A trader is an investor buying, holding and selling
securities in order to make a profit from them.
They trade either for themselves or for clients.
Their goal is to profit from fluctuations in the
prices of stocks in the stock market.
The style of trading falls into three categories,
although there are many subcategories, because
some traders use a few styles of trading.
Informed traders trade based on analytics and Figure 18
data they are provided with. Unlike uninformed
traders, informed traders have much more access to data. Uninformed traders also act on past trends
and analytics. What sets them apart from informed traders is the fact that they don’t have as much
access to data. They rely on public information and statements. Traders falling in the third category
are called intuitive traders. Intuitive trading is using your instincts to find potential beneficial stocks.
Their clientele also divides them into two categories. A flow trader uses a client’s fund to grow the
assets of the client. The trader, or the agency they work for makes money off the job, because they
profit from the bid-offer spread. A proprietary trader is a trader who is using a company’s nostro
account making transactions using securities to gain more assets. A proprietary trader can also be the
costumer buying one of the company’s securities, in case no buyer or seller is found. This can be of
speculative use, so that the security becomes more desirable.
The two main strategies used by traders are active trading or buy and hold trading. Active traders look
out for short-term fluctuations in the price of stocks to capitalize on them, meaning buying them at
the lowest price possible and selling them at the highest. Since prices can change very fast, active
trading is a very challenging way of trading and opportunities must be taken fast. The goal of the buy
and hold strategy is to make a long-term profit off securities. The trader buys securities and holds
them for years in their portfolio before they decide to sell them. This way of trading relies in the fact
that securities tend to rise on the long-term. The benefit of this strategy is, that profit is secured for a
longer time, unlike active trading where you only make profit in a short amount of time. The
disadvantage of the buy and hold strategy is, that the rewards aren’t nearly as high and instant as the
ones of the active traders.
The level of education needed to become a trader depends on who the trader works for. Traders that
trade with their own funds, don’t need any education since they aren’t employed by someone who
takes risks by recruiting someone with low potential. Traders that search for a job at an investment
firm are asked to hold at least a bachelors in maths, accounting, finance, economics, business or any
other field that teaches analytic thinking. Some may get an MBA or master’s in finance to obtain
higher-tier positions. The salary of traders also depends on whether the trader is employed or not
and where they have their job. A trader’s salary isn’t as consistent as an employed trader, because
their salary consists of only the profit, they make off their trading. Employed traders have a consistent
salary, although US traders usually earn higher salaries than EU trader, since the US doesn’t have the
same regulations as the US. An US traders’ salary usually falls between 66.000 Euros a year and
160.000 Euros a year. The median annual pay is 111.00 Euros.
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4.9 Hedge Fund Manager
A hedge fund manager is an individual or firm that monitors and makes decisions over a hedge fund,
meaning a pooled fund, in order to make a return. The manager can use different strategies to
ensure a bigger reward. People wanting to invest in a hedge fund must meet certain requirements,
such as a specific net worth, so that the return is bigger. Hedge funds are very beneficial for
investors that invest into the hedge fund, but also for the manager; the manager makes money,
regardless of the performance of the portfolio, since they can use the investors’ money to pay
themselves. On the other hand, the manager must ensure a big return to the investors involved in
the hedge fund. Although a hedge fund is a high-risk investment, the returns are much bigger since a
hedge fund doesn’t face nearly as many regulations than other investments. Some popular
strategies hedge fund managers use, include global macro investing, event-driven strategy, longshort equity and fixed-income arbitrage.
The objective of the event-driven strategy is to capitalize on a company’s debt. It is invested in a
company with debt, or in a company that has already filed for bankruptcy in order to receive big
returns if the company has success.
Long/short equity is an investment strategy commonly used in hedge funds. The strategy consists of
purchasing long stocks and selling short stocks. Long stocks are stocks estimated to be underpriced
and expected to go up in value in the future and short stocks are stocks estimated to be overpriced,
meaning they will go up in value in the future. The businesses from which the long, as well as the short
stocks are, are normally very similar in terms of geographical placement, market sectors and business
model. The long/short equity strategy can have three different outcomes: double alpha, single alpha
or double splat. The most favourable outcome is the double alpha, meaning the long stocks go up in
value and the short stocks go down in value as expected. This means that the investor bought the
short stocks at a low price and makes money from them and the short stocks are sold at the lowest
possible price. A single alpha outcome is when either the short stocks goes down or the long stocks
go up in value. The return is reduced when both stocks either go up or down in value. A double splat
outcome is the least favourable one; either the long stocks go down in value, the short stocks go up
in value or both the long and short stocks work against the investor.
The amount of money invested in long stocks or made from short stocks can vary, but a popular
strategy amongst investors is the 130-30 strategy. This means that 130% of the portfolio’s value is
invested in long stocks and 30% of the portfolio’s value is made from shortening stocks. This means
that 100% of the portfolio is invested, since 100% of the portfolio is invested in purchasing long stocks
and 30% of the portfolio’s value in made by selling short stocks. The 30% made from selling short
stocks is immediately reinvested in buying long stocks.
Fixed-income arbitrage is an investment strategy primarily used by investment banks and hedge funds.
Fixed-income arbitrage is basically using the arbitrage strategy using fixed-income securities. Fixedincome securities are securities that the investor borrows from global corporations, governments or
banks. Fixed-income securities are lent, so that the lender can raise money, for example business
growth. When the investor receives these fixed-income securities, they have a certain amount of time
to repay the lender the amount of the given securities. The longer the investor takes to repay, the
higher the price to repay will be. Using the fixed-income arbitrage the investor makes money by
exploiting price differentials of the same security on two different markets. The security comes from
one market and is immediately sold at a higher price in another market.
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Hedge fund manager positions require a bachelor’s in finance, accounting, business administration,
economics or other related fields. Higher education such as a masters, an MBA is an advantage in the
search of a job. Most employer need their employees to have several years of experience in accounting.
The amount of money an employed hedge fund manager makes rises with their years of experience.
The salary can fall in between 64.000 Euros a year and 232.000 Euros, but the median annual wage is
93.000 Euros. If the hedge fund manager is a firm or unemployed individual, the hedge fund can create
up to 3,6 billion Euros.
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5. Education
During my research about the different professions and the education required to qualify for those
jobs, I noticed that it was very similar. I decided to look further into what it takes to obtain the required
degrees. In this chapter, I will write about common degree types and some of the fields of study. I will
also write about some certifications and what they are for.

Figure 19
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5.1 Associate degree
An associate degree is the reward upon completion of a two- to three-year long academic program.
The typical requirement for an associate degree is 60 credits, which is much lower than the
requirement for a bachelor’s degree. Associates degrees are rewarded in several countries including
Hong Kong, Australia, the Netherlands and the United States. In other countries, the same structure
exists but under another name. This degree provides basic academic and technical knowledge to
students. This degree either qualifies the student for several jobs, or prepares the student for higher
academic education, such as a bachelor’s degree. Associates degree exist in four different forms:
Associate of Arts (AA), Associate of Science (AS), Associate of Applied Arts (AAA) and Associates of
Applied Science (AAS). Associate of Arts degrees are programs that aren’t strictly focused on the field
of study, in terms of courses; the student has the possibility to choose other courses, unrelated to the
actual field of study. Associate of Science, however, are strictly centred around the field of study, in
terms of courses. Applied associate degrees are programs that prepare the student for a specific
career, while the ‘regular’ associates degrees are focussed on preparing the student or higher
education and degrees, like a bachelor’s degree.

5.1.1 Associate in accounting
An associate degree in accounting (AAcc) is a one- to two-year long study program that teaches
introduction and basic knowledge of accounting. An associate in accounting can be done as all four
types, with Associates of Science in accounting (ASAcc) and Associates of Applied Science (AASAcc) in
accounting being the most popular choices amongst students. This study program teaches basic
understanding of following subjects: accounting, macro- and microeconomics, business logic and
ethics, income taxes, business law and financial statements and its regulations. Students taking part
in an associate’s program in accounting, qualifying for jobs can expect entry-positions including tax
preparer, accounting clerk and bank teller.

Figure 20

The Pamlico Community
College in Grantsboro,
North Carolina is an option
in obtaining an associate
degree in accounting.

Figure 21
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5.1.2 Associate in business administration
An associate degree in business administration (ABA) is an associate that can be done in all four types
of associates degrees. This degree in particular prepares students for a job in a private enterprise.
They are taught skills, like how to create and maintain relationships with other companies and
technical skills. These skills are taught in the programs core courses, which include business law and
marketing, economics, statistics, accounting, human resource. Students studying for an Associates of
Arts in business administration (AABA) or Associates of Applied Art in business administration (AAABA)
may take courses that enhance their communication skills, even if they are not directly related to their
field of study. Students that were rewarded an associate degree in business administration are
qualified for entry-level jobs, such as insurance policy processing clerk, retail manager and sales
assistant.

Figure 24

Figure 22

Figure 23

Some Universities that offer associates in business
administration or its variants include the
Californian Intercontinental University in Irvine,
California and the HKU Space “School of
Professional and Continuing Education” University
in Hong Kong.
Figure 25
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5.1.3 Associate in finance
An associate’s program in finance (AFin) teaches the student, over a typically two-year long study, skill
sets including critical thinking and decision making. These programs provide core courses such as
basics, introductions and fundamentals of business, financial accounting, management, securities and
investments. An associate in finance opens up the possibilities of studying for a bachelors or to qualify
for jobs, such as financial clerk and sales agent.

Figure 26

Universities that offer an
associate
in
finance
include the Davenport
University in Michigan.

Figure 27
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5.2 Bachelors
Most finance related jobs require their employees to hold at least a bachelor’s degree. To enter such
a program the requirement of typically 120 credits must be met. Bachelor’s degrees can be used to
qualify for a master’s study or to qualify for certain jobs. A bachelor’s degree can be obtained in many
different areas to work in a finance related position, with each area having different courses to
personalize the degree to the student. A bachelor’s degree is rewarded upon completion of the
program that can last between 3 to 7 years. A bachelor’s degree in some fields can be obtained as a
Bachelor of Science (BS) or Bachelor of Arts (BA). A BS degree is strictly focused on the field, which
required more credits than a BA, while a BA is more loosely based on the field, where the student can
explore other fields as well. The most popular fields of studies for a bachelors that can provide access
to finance related jobs include Finance, Accounting, Business Administration, Business, Economics,
Mathematics and Statistics.
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5.2.1 Bachelor’s in finance
A finance bachelor can be done as a Bachelor of Science in finance (BSFin) and as a Bachelor of Arts in
finance (BAFin). A BFin is rewarded after the completion of a, typically 4 year-long programs. A
bachelor’s in finance program includes classes in finance, accounting, economics, management,
mathematics, introduction to business law and project management, ethics and statistics. These
subjects aren’t treated as a whole, but instead in very specific areas relevant for the student
completing their BFin. If the bachelor is completed as a Bachelor of Arts, the program may include offtopic classes such as religion, writing, psychology and history. With a bachelor’s in finance one is
qualified for jobs, such as real estate agent, budget analyst and financial planner.

The
Princeton
University in Princeton,
New Jersey and The
London Institute of
Banking & Finance are
only two of the many
Universities
and
Institutes that offer a
bachelor’s in finance or
other closely related
areas.

Figure 28

Figure 29

Figure 30
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5.2.2 Bachelor’s in accounting
A bachelor’s degree in accounting (BAcc) can be done as a Bachelor of Science (BSAcc), as well as a
Bachelor of Arts (BAAcc). The average length of a bachelor’s program in accounting is 4 years. Core
courses of a bachelor’s program in accounting include financial accounting, managerial accounting,
economics, as well as macro- and microeconomics, business law, business statistics and ethics. A
Bachelor of Art in accounting leaves room for additional, off-topic courses or gives the opportunity to
obtain a double major. Cost estimator, accountant, financial advisor and financial analyst are jobs that
often require bachelors in fields such as accounting.

Both the University of
Hull in Kingston Upon
Hull in England and the
University of Stirling in
Stirling, Scotland are
options in the search
of a bachelors program
in accounting or its
related areas.

Figure 31

Figure 32

Figure 33
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5.2.3 Bachelor’s in business administration
A bachelor’s in business administration (BBA) is a bachelor’s program that teaches what it takes to
build and grow a business. A bachelor’s in business administration can be obtained as a Bachelor of
Science in business administration (BSBA), which is a variant of the BBA that is mor mathematics heavy.
To be rewarded a bachelor’s in business administration, a, typically 3-year long program must be
completed. Core courses of a bachelor’s in business administration program include mathematics,
statistics, calculus, accounting, finance, marketing, financial management and human resource
management. A BBA program can be personalised with specialisations such as management, sales &
marketing, human resource management, finance and information technology, with each their own
additional core courses. A bachelor’s degree in business administration qualify a graduating student
for positions, such as market research analyst, sales manager, business consultant and human
resources specialist.

Figure 34

Figure 35

Since bachelor’s degrees
in business administration
are in such a high
demand, the following
universities and institutes
are only a few of the
numerous places you can
study for a BBA: The
“Centre d’études francoaméricain
de
Management” in Lyon,
France, The Laurentian
University in Ontario,
Canada,
the
Swiss
Business School in Kloten,
Switzerland and the Hult
International
Business
School
in
London,
England.
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Figure 36

Figure 37

Figure 38

Figure 39
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5.2.4 Bachelor’s in economics
A bachelor’s in economics (BEc) is the reward of a four-year long bachelors’ program in economics.
This program is a social science study of economics, in which you can lean more into the social side of
the study with a Bachelor of Arts in economics (BAEc) or into the science and economic side with a
Bachelor’s of Science in economics (BSEc). Core courses of an economics program include micro- and
macroeconomics, as well as regular economics, statistics, political economy and econometrics.
Economic graduates are qualified to take jobs, suchlike financial risk analyst, economic consultant and
financial manager, with their bachelor’s degree in economics.

Figure 41

Figure 40

Figure 42

Figure 43

Universities where one can pursue a study to obtain a
bachelor’s degree in economics include the Financial
University under the Government of the Russian
Federation in Moscow, Russia and “The American
International” Richmond University in London, England.
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5.2.5 Bachelor’s in mathematics
A bachelor’s in mathematics (BMath) program is a study focused around mathematics and related
subjects, that typically takes between three to over four years to finish. A degree in mathematics can
also be done as a Bachelor of Science in mathematics and as a Bachelor of Arts in mathematics, which
gives the opportunity of many additional courses. The programs core courses for a bachelor’s in
mathematics include algebra, variables, statistics, computer science, geometry and analysis. Some
financial jobs for graduates with a bachelor’s degree in mathematics include accountant, corporate
advisor and actuary.

Figure 44

The Khalifa University in Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates and
the Harvard University in
Cambridge Massachusetts are
universities that offer bachelor
programs in mathematics, as
well as the University of
Luxemburg in Luxembourg,
Luxembourg.

Figure 45

Figure 46

Figure 47
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5.2.6 Bachelors in statistics
A bachelors in statistics (BStat) is a bachelors that can be obtained upon completion of a, typically
three- or four-year long program. A bachelor’s degree in statistics can be done as a Bachelor of Science
in statistics (BSStat), as well as a Bachelor of Arts in statistics (BAStat). Core courses of this program
include several subject related to mathematics, such as algebra and calculus and various statistics
subjects, such as statistical methods, applied statistics, analysis and theory of statistics. Additional
courses include subjects in which statistics can be applied, namely psychology, management and
biology. Data analyst, market researcher, financial trader and financial risk analyst are only some of
the jobs that one with a bachelor’s degree in statistics is qualified for.

Figure 48

Figure 49

Figure 50
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Figure 51

The University of Johannesburg in Johannesburg, South Africa, The Chinese University of Hong
Kong in Hong Kong and the Carleton University in Ontario, Canada all offer bachelors programs in
statistics.
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5.2.7 Bachelor’s in business
A bachelor’s in business (BBus) is the reward after completing a bachelor program in business, that
lasts four years. In the same way that other bachelor’s degrees are done, also a bachelor’s degree in
business can be rewarded as a Bachelor of Science in business (BSBus), as well as a Bachelor of Arts in
business (BABus). Core courses in this program include macro- and microeconomics, finance,
management, marketing, business law and communication, financial and managerial accounting, as
well as various courses in leadership and development. A bachelor’s degree in business opens options
for careers as a business reporter, business teacher or social media manager.

Figure 52

Figure 53

Figure 54

Figure 55

The Arden University is located in Coventry in England, but it
mostly offers online bachelor programs. The picture shows
one of its three study centres in East London. The United
Business Institute in Wiltz. Luxembourg and the Copenhagen
Business College in Copenhagen, Denmark also offer
bachelors programs in business, however with classes on
campus.
Figure 56
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5.3 Masters
A master’s degree is an academic degree rewarded upon completion of a one- to two-year long study
in a specific field of study. Since students, that want to get a master’s degree are required to possess
a certain amount of knowledge about the field of study, a masters is either taken on after a bachelors
program or a shortened bachelors program is integrated in the master’s program. Another
requirement for a master’s program is a credit of around 40. There are different types of master one
can get: Master of Science (MS) and Master of Arts (MA). A master’s program is a popular option for
students, since it qualifies them for the highest paying jobs in the industry.
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5.3.1 Master’s in accountancy
A master’s degree in accountancy (MAcc) is normally the highest degree students get, if they want to
work in that field. A master’s degree is also helpful to eventually get a certification to be a Certified
Public Accountant (CPA). A master’s program in accountancy teaches students the theory of
accounting, in a more extensive manner and a helpful skill set used in the industry. Classes in this
master program often include accounting, taxes, financial statement analysis, professional
responsibility and ethics in accounting, business strategy and some school even provide CPA
examination preparation courses. Student in possession of a master’s degree in accountancy are
qualified for some of the highest paying jobs in the accounting field, including chief financial officer,
corporate controller, forensic accountant and auditor.

Figure 57

Figure 59

Figure 58

Figure 60

The Howard University based in Washington, DC in the United States of America and The
University of Auckland in Auckland, New Zealand are both universities that offer, amongst other
accounting related programs, master programs in accounting.
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5.3.2 Master’s in finance
A master’s in finance (MFin) can be obtained after a one- to two-year long study. A master’s program
in finance teaches theory of various finance related courses and application in the industry on a higher
level than other academic degrees, like bachelors or associates degrees. Most master’s program in
finance provide classes, notably financial reporting, statistics, mathematics, quantitative finance and
economics. With a master’s degree in finance some jobs the student is qualified for include the
following: Commercial or investment banker, private wealth manager, financial advisor and financial
analyst.

Figure 60

Figure 61

The University of Cambridge “Judge
Business School” in Cambridge,
England and the Drew University in
Madison, New Jersey both offer
master programs in finance.

Figure 62

Figure 64

Figure 63
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5.3.3 Master’s in business
A master’s in business (MBus) is a master’s program that teaches students how to take leadership and
responsibility in higher positions. This program includes core courses like, for instance classes in
marketing, human resources, international business, corporate responsibility, entrepreneurship,
management and leadership. Graduates with a master’s in business can pursue careers in business
development management, strategy consulting or human resources.

Figure 65

A master’s in business can
be rewarded by both the
Stanford University in
Stanford, California and
the Carthage College in
Kenosha, Wisconsin in the
US.

Figure 66

Figure 68
Figure 67
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5.3.4 Master’s in business administration
A master’s in business administration (MBA) is a popular masters amongst students, since the program
is customisable with help of the different specialisation an MBA program has to offer. Most students
chose an MBA program to learn new skills, get a chance of a higher salary or switch career paths. An
MBA program includes classes that teach business, marketing, finance, analytics and management
related areas. In spite of the fact that the MBA is a master’s degree, the program requires over 40
credits, more than regular masters, which only requiring around 40 credits. Business operation
manager, top executive, product manager and budget analyst are only some of the careers that can
be pursued by a graduate with a master’s degree in business administration.

Figure 69

Figure 70

Figure 71

Figure 72
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Figure 73

Figure 74

Figure 76
Figure 75

The master’s in business administration is a very popular master’s degree, thus the many options
of universities, colleges and institutes. Also, more prestigious schools offer masters programs in
business administration. Schools that offer masters programs in business administration include
the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands, the Berry College in Georgia, the University of
Oxford in England and the Yale “School of Management” in Connecticut.
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5.3.5 Master’s in commerce
A master’s in commerce (MCom) is a degree, that can only be pursued by graduates with a bachelor’s
in commerce (BCom) since this master is a specialized area. But in the master’s program there are
many different specializations the student can choose from, for instance taxation, marketing, statistics
and e-commerce. All masters programs in commerce provide the same core courses, such as research
methods, data collection, international finance, responsible investment and financial risk
management. A graduating MCom student can look out for careers in wealth management,
accounting, risk analysis, bank management and trading.

Figure 78

Figure 77

Figure 79

Masters programs in
commerce are rather hard
to come by, since it has
very specific requirements
to enter a such program.
Universities that do offer
MCom programs include
the University of Vigrinia
“McINTIRE School of
Commerce” in Virginia,
USA and the University of
New South Wales in
Sydney, Australia.
Figure 80
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5.3.6 Master’s in enterprise
A master’s in enterprise (MEnt) is the reward of a program that teach the students how to take
leadership, drive an organisation forward and grow a business. The master’s program in enterprise
teach the knowledge and skills through their core courses, that include leadership and management,
innovation and entrepreneurship, strategic planning, crisis management and business. Some careers
a MEnt graduate can look out for include general manager, chief information officer and operations
manager.

Figure 81

Figure 82

Figure 83

Figure 84
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Figure 86

Figure 85

Masters programs in enterprise are offered, amongst others, in universities, such as the Trinity
College Dublin “The University of Dublin” in Ireland, the Victoria University of Wellington in New
Zealand and the Middlesex University in London, England.
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5.3.7 Master’s in financial mathematics
A master’s in financial mathematics (MFinMath) program teaches when and how to apply financial
methods on financial problems. This is achieved by provides classes in statistics, quantitative finance,
mathematics, stochastic process, market, computational methods in finance and interest rate. Some
profitable careers in quantitative finance include jobs like risk manager, trader, fund manager and
consultant.

Figure 87

Figure 88
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Figure 89

Figure 90

A master’s in financial mathematics is a degree that can be studied for in the University of
Birmingham “Birmingham Business School” in England and the Queen’s University Belfast in
Northern Ireland.
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5.4 Certifications
Certifications are used to prove competence and knowledge in certain areas to employers. A
certification is usually rewarded after passing an examination. Some certification can only be obtained
after having some years of experience in a work field. The possession of a certification is not a legal
requirement to practice certain professions, its purpose is solely to gain a competitive advantage in
terms of professional credibility and salary.

5.4.1 Chartered financial analyst
The chartered financial analyst (CFA) certification
designates a specialist in investment and securities. This
certification is obtained after passing the exams of the CFA
institute. Being a CFA increases the chance of getting
positions in top investment firms and banks, as well as
increasing the salary.
Figure 91

5.4.2 Chartered public accountant
A chartered public accountant (CPA) is a certification for
accountants, tax preparers and financial analysts. Even
though being a CPA is not a legal requirement to practice
it is the standard of many job requirements. The CPA
certification is awarded by the Association of
International Certified Professional Accountants (AICPA)

Figure 92

5.4.3 Certified financial planner
Being a certified financial planner (CFP) is an internationally
recognized professional certifications that proves expertise in financial
planning, taxes, insurance, financial consulting and estate planning. A
CFA certification is a popular choice, since it makes people stand out
in front of employers and increases the chance of a higher paycheck.
Figure 93
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5.4.4 Financial risk manager
The financial risk manager (FRM) certification verifies the expertise of risk managers. This certification
is rewarded by the GARP, upon completion of their exam.

Figure 94

5.4.5 Certified management accountant
A certified management accountant (CMA) is a certification for accounting managers. This certification
highlights the managers skill set and knowledge about financial planning, analysis, management,
investments and decision making.

Figure 95
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6. Internship
From February 3rd, 2020 to February 7th, 2020 I attended my
internship at the Raiffeisen agency in Mersch. I applied for this
internship to see if I really wanted to work in finance. The
Raiffeisen agency in Mersch is, with 11 employees a small agency
that is part of the “Banque Raiffeisen Société coopérative”. The
agency is split into two groups of jobs: customer service and
offices. The customer service team includes the front desk and
interviewers, people that talk to clients that want to receive a
loan. The office-workers take phone calls to answer questions,
evaluate the demand for a loan and accept or refuse it and archive
various documents. While I attended my internship, I wrote a daily
report.

Figure 96

The building of the
Raiffeisen agency in Mersch.

Figure 97
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6.1 Daily report 03/02/2020
When I arrived on my first day, I was shown the different areas and rooms, like the front desk, the
parlours, the offices and the safes. When I got to meet the manager of the agency, he showed me his
current work. At the beginning of the month, they decide whether the bank wants to pay off people’s
monthly debt, from their debit card and other things. After that, I went to the archives where they
store many different documents including old loans. In the archive were old documents ready to be
destroyed, since they were stored in the agency for the 10 required years. They had to store the
documents for 10 years because of safety reasons, but now they store their documents digitally. Back
in the office, they explained to me the work of the back-office. The back-office acts as a helpdesk
where people can call in and ask questions or ask for an interview to receive a loan. The back-office
worker than arrange a date for the interview and book a free parlour. They also do control tests to see
if everything works the way it’s supposed to. For example, they test if the computer states the correct
amount of money that is left in the ATM. After that, I was taken to the front desk. Two people work
there, but only one at a time talks to the clients. The other one acts as a reserve, for example to take
interviewees to the parlours and offer them a drink when their waiting for the interviewer, or when
the number of clients is too great to handle for only one person. They also answer people questions
regarding many different things. Later, they showed me the private safes, which people can rent to
store their valuables in. To get from outside of the agency into one of the safes you must go through
6 stages, and an employee must open several doors and a lock before the client can unlock the safe
with their key. After my lunch break, they showed me some of their gifts they gift to clients, like their
welcome box for new-borns. After that I helped the front desk by folding their document holders for
the clients, if they, for example, receive documents and contracts from the bank. At the end of the
day, I got to work on my daily report.

6.2 Daily report 04/02/2020
On my second day, I took part in the weekly Market Call. The Market Call is a meeting via phone, led
by the Headquarters in Leudelange. Every Raiffeisen agency in the country takes part in that call. In
that meeting, the hosts in Leudelange present the current stock market. They also talk about political
or other events, like Christmas season that influenced the stock market and values of different things,
like gold, oil or currencies. In that particular Market Call they talked about the Coronavirus, Brexit and
Trump’s Impeachment and their impact and influence on the stock market. They also speculated about
how the situation could progress and affect the stock market in the future. The Market Calls are
important for the agencies, because they keep their Bankers informed and up to date. That is
necessary for the Bankers because they work with stock and shares all the time. Since the call in
Mersch was taken by the agency’s Personal Banker, I learned a bit about the Bankers in Mersch. They
have a Personal Banker and a Private Banker. A Private Banker treats more specific sectors, and a
Personal Banker is more general. After that, a worker taught me about their programme they use to
store, share and modify data of their clients. They use this programme to look up a client’s information,
like their address or phone number, or to modify and change data, like changing the limit of their visacard. At the end of the day, they showed me the process of evaluating and accepting, or refusing a
loan, including the different conditions the client must meet to get a loan accepted. Different factors,
like salary, previous debts, medical status and other conditions play a major role in deciding whether
the bank issues a loan. The bank also ask for one, or multiple guaranties, like a “Guarantie de cession”
or an assurance to ensure that the money will be paid back to the bank, even if the signatory, or one
of them dies or is unable to pay the bills. At the end of the day I, again, got to work on the report.
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6.3 Daily report 05/02/2020
Today, the first thing to do was to attend a meeting, the “Rapport Meeting”. In that meeting they
reviewed their past year as a company and compared things like benefit with benefits from past years.
They also got a message from Leudelange, were they set new standards, and mentioned numbers of,
for example clients, that they would like Mersch to achieve. Before the meeting came to an end, they
discussed and proposed new offers to make their “opéra” programme more attractive to a selected
target group. Then they showed me the terms & conditions “Conditions Générales de Crédit” they
give to people that are considering getting a loan. The document spreads over 7 pages and mentions
things like the banks and client’s rights regarding the loan and the client’s obligations, like providing
every piece of information the bank needs to evaluate a request.

6.4 Daily report 06/02/2020
On my second to last day, the manager gave me a demonstration of a “leasing”. A leasing is needed
if a company wants to buy a car, or other equipment, but the bank buys it and lends it to the company.
The company pays a portion of the price, then pays monthly for a given time. After that, the company
can buy the car from the bank, or the bank sells the car. For a leasing, the bank also needs at least one
guarantee, like an assurance or someone to vouch. After that, I went to the front desk to learn more
about their job. They have a job that is near to extinction, since there are more machines coming out
that do the same job and sometimes even faster. In some Raiffeisen agencies, there are no more front
desks, but since Mersch doesn’t have the newest gear they still have one. People that come to the
front desk ask for money to be transferred to their bank account, money to be withdrawn from their
bank account or simply ask questions. The employees’ job is to meet their request. People that have
come for an interview are welcomed by the employee and they walk the client to one of the parlours.
Later they showed me their inter website, where they can look up things, like instruction or guide for
various processes. This showed me that they have a backup if they don’t remember every single
process.

6.5 Daily report 07/02/2020
On my very last day I was shown a simulation of a request for a loan. As an example, we used a house.
There are many important factors that can cost you thousands of Euros, or even prevent you from
getting a loan. The bank asks for many different information, like medical conditions or previous loans.
To know the medical status of a client is important for the bank. They use the information to decide
whether they want to give the client their assurance “Raiffeisen vie”. If the client is prone to dying or
being unable to pay the bills due to medical reasons before the loan is paid back, the bank makes a
deficit. When I went to the guichet again, they showed me the inside of the ATM. They showed me
where they placed the banknotes and where the banknotes and cards end up if they are not
recognised by the machine or if the client doesn’t take the money or the card. They also explained to
me the process of controlling if the ATM is still 100% functional, and how they can forcefully get a card
of a client with the help of an ATM. If a client is in too big of a debt, they can program the ATM so that
the computer recognises the exact card and retracts it. Then I finally got to enter the safe. They
showed me the personal safes again. They store a few banknotes in there so that, when the machines
behind the front desk run out, they can refill them. Behind another door in the safe, they only store
some coins, and no other valuables like gold, which I hoped for. Since they get the money and other
valuables like documents or rare metals delivered, they don’t have to store them in the safe.
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6.6 Conclusion
I really liked the experience and insight I got into the bank, even if it was only for a week. I learned
many things, things that motivated me to work in a bank in the future, but also things I didn’t like that
much about the jobs. I had some boring moments where there was nothing to show me or nothing to
do, but at the end of the week I saw everything I wanted and needed to see, so there was no time
wasted. I would not recommend make an internship at a bank for only a week. The bank offers many
internships, but they are mostly weeks, sometimes even months long. Overall, I really enjoyed my
internship at Raiffeisen.
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7. Conclusion
During this research, learning about new professions, and seeing profession I already thought to know
from a new perspective, helped me considering some of those to be my potential future. Having the
privilege to have done an internship at the Raiffeisen bank, allowed me to gain some sort of practical
experience on the field, which I find to be a very important aspect in learning about new fields and
jobs. Even if these aspects are crucial to creating your own future, I found the research about the
education the most useful. The information gathered for this part of the paper were a lot more useful,
since this information can and will be used to design my near future. Education is the first step of
finding a fitting career path, and this step, right now, lays right in front of me and will be my priority
during the next couple of years. I am very happy to have taken the decision last minute, to include this
part into my “travail personnel”, because it leaves me with confidence and certainty about my
academic approach to my future.
Although I had a rough start, I quickly learned how to come across reliable sources and information
useful for this paper. Not knowing where to start and where to search for information was an early
struggle of mine and left me with no motivation. But with time, patience and a lot of work, I worked
my way through this struggle and found a way of researching and writing about things how I wanted
it. I am now writing these final lines, knowing that I completed a paper that I am satisfied with and
that helped me a lot by educating myself about future academic and professional options.
Taking everything into account, from struggling at the beginning to finding helpful information about
different professions and academic education, I can now say to have reached my goal of this research
paper partially. Although I am still not sure about a specific career path, I now have a vague plan for
my academic future, which is thanks to this paper. This future includes studying at a university for a
bachelor’s degree and even a master’s degree. Accounting and business are fields of study that I would
spend four to six years of my life studying for. Having a, still vague, but some guidance line for my
future gives me faith in finding and creating a future that I would be passionate about pursuing.
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(08/04/2020 15:28)
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https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/definition/macroeconomics (08/04/2020 15:40)
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https://www.next-finance.net/What-is-Long-Short-Equity (09/04/2020 14:13)
https://study.com/academy/lesson/long-short-equity-definition-strategy-examples.html
(09/04/2020 14:22)
http://www.financialkeys.com.au/article/the-merits-of-a-longshort-fund (09/04/2020 14:31)
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https://blog.quantinsti.com/long-short-equity-strategy/ (09/04/2020 14:37)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElGNbOUxjpQ (10/04/2020 13:12)
https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/products/long-short-funds (10/04/2020 13:21)
https://www.eurekahedge.com/Research/News/1047/Long-Short-Equity-Hedge-FundsStrategy-Outline (10/04/2020 13:31)
https://www.barclayhedge.com/insider/hedge-fund-strategy-equity-long-short (10/04/2020
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https://capital.com/fixed-income-arbitrage-definition (10/04/2020 14:22)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fixedincomearbitrage.asp (10/04/2020 14:23)
https://www.barclayhedge.com/insider/hedge-fund-strategy-fixed-income (10/04/2020
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed_income_arbitrage (10/04/2020 14:24)
https://www.hedgethink.com/understanding-hedge-fund-strategies-fixed-income-arbitragestrategies/ (10/04/2020 14:31)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=woxXVW04-KQ (10/04/2020 14:32)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMXKuuDXQXQ (10/04/2020 14:35)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/arbitrage.asp (10/04/2020 14:35)
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investing/fixedincome-securities/ (10/04/2020 14:56)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed_income (10/04/2020 15:00)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/index.asp (11/04/2020 15:10)
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/index (11/04/2020 15:10)
https://capital.com/index-definition (11/04/2020 15:11)
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https://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Benchmark (11/04/2020 15:23)
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/benchmark.html (11/04/2020 15:24)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/benchmark.asp (11/04/2020 15:24)
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https://www.allbusinessschools.com/finance/degrees/ (14/04/2020 15:09)
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https://www.thoughtco.com/should-i-earn-an-accounting-degree-466980 (14/04/2020
15:32)
https://study.com/articles/Bachelor_of_Business_Administration_BBA_Management_Degre
e_Overview.html (14/04/2020 15:34)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_of_Economics (14/04/2020 15:36)
https://www.topuniversities.com/courses/mathematics/guide (14/04/2020 15:38)
https://stat.uiowa.edu/bs-statistics (14/04/2020 15:41)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_of_Business (14/04/2020 15:44)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor%27s_degree (14/04/2020 15:45)
https://www.studyusa.com/en/a/1241/what-is-the-difference-between-a-bachelor-of-artsand-a-bachelor-of-sciences (14/04/2020 15:49)
https://www.studyusa.com/en/a/1241/what-is-the-difference-between-a-bachelor-of-artsand-a-bachelor-of-sciences (14/04/2020 15:57)
https://www.bestvalueschools.com/faq/what-is-the-difference-between-a-b-a-and-a-b-s/
(14/04/2020 15:59)
https://degree.studentnews.eu/s/4113/77169-Degree-abbreviations/4073148-Bachelor-ofFinance.htm (14/04/2020 16:10)
https://degree.studentnews.eu/ (14/04/2020 16:15)
https://universityhq.org/degrees/bachelors-finance-programs/ (14/04/2020 16:23)
https://www.onlinecollegeplan.com/classes-degree-finance/ (14/04/2020 16:26)
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2019/subjectranking/business-andeconomics#!/page/0/length/25/sort_by/rank/sort_order/asc/cols/stats (14/04/2020 16:40)
https://www.accountingdegreetoday.com/degrees/bachelors/ (15/04/2020 14:09)
https://www.allbusinessschools.com/accounting/degrees/ (15/04/2020 14:11)
https://www.allbusinessschools.com/accounting/common-questions/bachelor-degree-inaccounting/ (15/04/2020 14:25)
https://www.bachelorstudies.com/article/what-are-the-differences-between-ba-bsc-andbba-degrees/ (15/04/2020 14:33)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_of_Business_Administration (15/04/2020 14:35)
https://www.shiksha.com/bba-bachelor-of-business-administration-chp (15/04/2020 14:38)
https://www.business-management-degree.net/faq/courses/ (15/04/2020 14:42)
https://www.mydegreeguide.com/types-of-degrees/ba-vs-bs/ (15/04/2020 14:53)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_of_Mathematics (15/04/2020 14:55)
https://www.mymajors.com/college-majors/mathematics/ (15/04/2020 15:02)
https://math.ufl.edu/mathematics-major/ba-and-the-bs-degrees/ (15/04/2020 15:07)
https://math.mit.edu/academics/undergrad/major/index.php (15/04/2020 15:07)
https://wwwen.uni.lu/studies/fstm/bachelor_in_mathematics (15/04/2020 15:10)
https://www.topuniversities.com/courses/statistics-operational-research/guide
(15/04/2020 20:45)
https://science-math.wright.edu/mathematics-and-statistics/bachelor-of-science-instatistics (15/04/2020 20:48)
https://programsandcourses.anu.edu.au/2020/program/BSTAT (15/04/2020 20:52)
https://www.aiu.edu/bachelor%20of%20statistics.htm (15/04/2020 21:01)
https://greatbusinessschools.org/degrees/bachelor-business-degrees/ (15/04/2020 21:07)
https://online.csp.edu/program-resources/ba-or-bs-in-business (15/04/2020 21:07)
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http://catalog.findlay.edu/en/current/Undergraduate-Catalog/MajorRequirements/College-of-Business/Business-Core-Courses (15/04/2020 21:09)
https://www.topuniversities.com/courses/business-management-studies/why-studybusiness (15/04/2020 21:12)
https://www.topuniversities.com/blog/what-associates-degree (16/04/2020 20:08)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associate_degree (16/04/2020 20:09)
https://study.com/articles/Difference_Between_an_Associate_Degree_and_Bachelors_Degr
ee.html (16/04/2020 20:10)
https://www.geteducated.com/career-center/detail/what-is-an-associate-degree/
(16/04/2020 20:12)
https://tryengineering.org/ask-an-expert/can-degrees-be-transferred-across-countries/
(16/04/2020 20:24)
https://guichet.public.lu/de/actualites/2018/01/31-reconnaissance-diplome-beneluxent.html (16/04/2020 20:27)
https://www.accountingdegreetoday.com/degrees/associates/ (16/04/2020 20:35)
https://www.accounting.com/degrees/accounting/associate/ (16/04/2020 20:36)
https://www.academiccourses.com/Associate-of-Arts/Accounting/ (16/04/2020 20:47)
https://www.geteducated.com/career-center/detail/what-is-an-associate-degree/
(16/04/2020 20:52)
https://www.uopeople.edu/programs/ba/degrees/business-administration-associatesdegree/ (16/04/2020 20:55)
https://study.com/associate_degree_in_business_administration.html (16/04/2020 20:58)
http://www.associatedegreeonline.com/abbreviations.php (16/04/2020 20:58)
https://www.academiccourses.com/Associate-Degree/Business-Studies/ (16/04/2020 20:59)
https://study.com/articles/Associate_of_Arts_AA_Business_Administration_Degree_Overvie
w.html (16/04/2020 21:00)
https://www.bestcolleges.com/features/associate-finance-programs/ (17/04/2020 21:47)
https://learn.org/articles/What_are_the_Core_Courses_of_a_Degree_in_Finance.html
(17/04/2020 21:47)
https://www.worldwidelearn.com/online-education-guide/business/finance-major.htm
(17/04/2020 21:48)
https://www.bachelorstudies.com/Bachelor/Finance/ (17/04/2020 21:50)
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/top-jobs-for-finance-majors-2064048 (17/04/2020
21:51)
https://www.accounting-degree.org/bachelors-accounting-degree-careers/ (17/04/2020
21:51)
https://www.accounting-degree.org/types-of-accounting-degrees/ (17/04/2020 21:52)
http://www.excite.com/education/business/business-administration (17/04/2020 21:53)
https://www.bachelorsportal.com/articles/608/what-can-i-become-with-a-bachelorsdegree-in-economics.html (17/04/2020 21:54)
https://www.topuniversities.com/student-info/careers-advice/what-can-you-domathematics-degree (17/04/2020 21:55)
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/statistics
(17/04/2020 21:56)
https://online.scu.edu.au/blog/can-postgraduate-study-without-bachelors/ (17/04/2020
21:59)
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https://study.com/articles/finance_jobs_that_require_an_associates_degree.html
(17/04/2020 22:07)
https://www.coloradotech.edu/degrees/studies/business-and-management/articles/whatcan-i-do-with-a-business-administration-degree (17/04/2020 22:15)
https://www.indeed.com/q-Bachelors-Degree-Business-jobs.html (17/04/2020 22:26)
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/best-jobs-for-business-majors-2059628 (17/04/2020
22:27)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_master%27s_degrees (17/04/2020 22:33)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master%27s_degree (17/04/2020 22:33)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Accountancy (17/04/2020 22:34)
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/mfin (17/04/2020 22:34)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Commerce (17/04/2020 22:35)
https://www.topuniversities.com/courses/business-management-studies/grad/guide
(17/04/2020 22:36)
https://www.lifelong-learning.lu/formation/53ad8fc0-6eb4-488c-8daa-2629c4472645/de
(17/04/2020 22:36)
https://study.unimelb.edu.au/find/courses/graduate/master-of-enterprise/ (17/04/2020
22:36)
https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/masters/courses/financial-mathematics (17/04/2020
22:37)
https://www.franklin.edu/blog/how-many-credits-for-a-masters-degree (17/04/2020 22:43)
https://brainfall.com/quizzes/which-grad-degree-should-you-get/ (17/04/2020 22:45)
https://www.mastersportal.com/articles/1437/how-to-choose-the-right-masters-based-ondegree-type.html (17/04/2020 22:49)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_degree (18/04/2020 14:08)
http://cms.ual.es/UAL/en/estudios/masteres/objetivos/MASTER7051_EN (18/04/2020
14:10)
https://www.accountingdegreetoday.com/degrees/masters/ (18/04/2020 14:11)
https://blog.coursera.org/7-high-paying-jobs-masters-accounting/ (18/04/2020 14:10)
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/011415/mba-vs-mastersfinance.asp (18/04/2020 14:25)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Finance (18/04/2020 14:26)
https://www.findamasters.com/masters-degrees/?Keywords=mfin (18/04/2020 14:29)
https://mim-guide.com/articles/why-you-should-study-for-a-master-in-finance (18/04/2020
14:34)
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/master-of-finance-mfin/programmeoverview/core-courses/ (18/04/2020 14:38)
https://www.hult.edu/blog/what-can-you-do-master-degree-in-finance/ (18/04/2020 14:42)
https://www.mim-essay.com/blog/masters-in-finance-career-path/ (18/04/2020 14:46)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Business (18/04/2020 14:49)
https://my.uq.edu.au/programs-courses/program_list.html?acad_prog=5250 (18/04/2020
14:51)
https://www.uowdubai.ac.ae/master-of-international-business (18/04/2020 14:51)
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html (18/04/2020 14:53)
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https://www.southeastern.edu/admin/rec_reg/university_catalogue/2005_2006/curricula/g
rad_school/master_of_business_administration.pdf (18/04/2020 14:55)
https://www.topuniversities.com/student-info/careers-advice/4-amazing-careers-you-cando-masters-business (17/04/2020 15:02)
https://www.mastersportal.com/articles/340/10-very-good-reasons-to-do-an-mbadegree.html (18/04/2020 15:05)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Business_Administration (18/04/2020 15:14)
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(17/04/2020 15:21)
https://www.gsb.uct.ac.za/mcom-core-courses (18/04/2020 21:55)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_of_Enterprise (18/04/2020 21:59)
https://courses.hud.ac.uk/full-time/postgraduate/master-of-enterprise (18/04/2020 22:10)
https://www.postgraduatesearch.com/pgs/search?course=enterprises&university=universit
y-of-manchester (18/04/2020 22:15)
https://study.com/articles/Master_of_Enterprise_Systems_Management_Degree_Overview
.html (18/04/2020 22:19)
https://www.quora.com/What-is-financial-mathematics-and-which-universities-have-agood-masters-course-in-financial-mathematics (18/04/2020 22:21)
http://www.lse.ac.uk/study-at-lse/Graduate/Degree-programmes-2020/MSc-FinancialMathematics (18/04/2020 22:24)
https://www.topuniversities.com/student-info/careers-advice/6-best-jobs-masterquantitative-finance (18/04/2020 22:27)
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/what-are-certifications
(18/04/2020 22:30)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certification (18/04/2020 22:32)
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/careers/designations/top-financecertifications-list/ (18/04/2020 22:37)
https://smartasset.com/financial-advisor/top-10-financial-certifications (18/04/2020 22:39)
https://www.cfainstitute.org/ (18/04/2020 22:42)
https://www.proschoolonline.com/blog/benefits-of-being-a-cfa-charter (18/04/2020 22:44)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certified_Public_Accountant (18/04/2020 22:46)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cfp.asp (18/04/2020 22:50)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certified_Financial_Planner (18/04/2020 22:51)
https://www.fpi.co.za/FPI/A_Career_in_Financial_Planning/Benefits_of_becoming_a_CFP_P
rofessional.aspx?WebsiteKey=3d0a3ff6-0d54-49be-9e73-391c1185d44f (18/04/2020 22:55)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_Risk_Manager (18/04/2020 22:58)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certified_Management_Accountant (18/04/2020 23:04)
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